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ATTRACTION
Classic Strip Booths

DESCRIPTION
These photo booths are known for its cool looks and very eye-catching! It provides 2
duplicate strips of 4 photos. Guests will have the option to choose b&w, color, or other
fun and exciting frames and backgrounds.

Mirror Me

Looking to take pictures of yourself and your guests at your next event? Our Mirror me selfie
photo booth is a great way to get the party started. NY Party Works offers Selfie photo booth
rentals and regular photo booth on Long Island and New York.
As soon as the guests approach the Mirror, they will be able to touch the mirror and take their
photos, while the mirror gives the guests compliments and leads them through the fun. The
guests will also be able to write on the mirror and even have a fun screaming contest, which will
also be printed on the photo.

Snapshot Photo Booth

Experience the full-sized photo booth fun in this new compact model. Complete with a splendid
range of attractive frames, funny phrases, stylish graffiti and hand-written text via touch-screen
stylus to decorate the photos. With 4 pose modes and various photo customization features,
guests are in for a good time!

Cannon Ball Drop

A 4’ giant twist on the game of Kerplunk. Remove one straw at a time while minimizing the
number of falling cannonballs. A great interactive game for group play!

Caricaturist

Have one of our artists draw funny and quirky pictures of you and your guests. They are great
conversation starters at any event.

Carnival 3 in 1

Are you looking to throw a carnival themed party on Long Island or in New York? Our 3 in 1
inflatable carnival rental is essential for your next carnival themed event. This inflatable
rental includes 3 games with vibrant artwork that will make any space feel like a carnival.
This Carnival game is great for ages 9 and up and is ideal for those who like toss games.
This party rental can be used indoors or outdoors. Make sure the venue can accommodate
the size of your inflatable. If your party is outdoors make sure, there is electricity to keep
your carnival game inflated.

Chucklin Chickens

These interactive games are a combination of humorous fun and traditional carnival game play.
Re-create the classic carnival with a row of these beautifully designed games.

Cotton Candy Cart/Cotton This cotton candy lightweight cart is easy to move and looks great for any occasion. It is ready to
Candy Machine
go when you are. Having cotton candy at your event is a great treat for your guests and works as
a fundraising plan too. Cotton Candy Machines are easy to operate and quick to setup.
Dunk Tank

Make a big splash at any event with our dunk tank: Get someone up on the platform and let the
dunking begin!

Fortune Teller

Are you going to be rich, meet a terrific guy … let one of our fortune tellers predict your future.
We also have handwriting analysts.

Giant 4 In A Row

Connect Four in a row just got bigger – literally! A classic game in a giant format that is great for
participants of all ages.

Giant Pick Up Sticks

Only the steadiest of hands can succeed in this game of daring tension. Try to remove each pick
up stick in turn without moving any of the others. Rack up the highest score to beat your
Opponents.
Giant Snakes and Ladders This giant version of the classic Snakes and Ladders board game puts YOU in the heart of the
game. Move up the ladders and down the snakes. We have also added some new features for
extra fun! Designed to provide interactive fun for all ages 3 and over. Also known as Giant
Chutes and Ladders.
Giant Jenga

If you like Jenga, you will love this game. Build a tower, and then take turns removing a block
while adding it to the top of the stack, without making it collapse!

Glimmer Body Art

Add some fun and sparkle to your party with our Glimmer Body Art Tattoo. We have a huge
selection of amazing designs and colors. It is perfect for all ages and types of events.

Glow in the Dark Cotton
Candy

Are you looking for a tasty treat that is also unique and innovative for your next event? Try this
one of a kind food party rental from NY Party Works: Glow in The Dark Cotton Candy!
Rather than a paper stick, this glow in the dark cotton candy is made with an LED glow stick that
changes color while you eat it! There are seven different light up modes to choose from! All of
the glow sticks are FDA approved and totally safe for all ages including adults who are young at
heart!

Magicians

From slight of hand to dazzling illusions, have one of our talented magicians work the room or
put on a stage show. Either way, you are bound to fall under their spell!

Nacho Machine

Our nacho cheese dispensers are the perfect choice when you are looking to serve nachos to a
group.
Your guests will love a popcorn cart and the smell of fresh popcorn popping. Our self-serve
popcorn cart is one of our most popular party rentals. It is easy to use. Just plug it in and add
popping corn. In minutes… it is ready. Enjoy the taste of fresh hot buttered, gourmet theater
quality popcorn at your next event with a popcorn machine.

Popcorn Cart/Popcorn
Machine

Prizes

Do not put yourself through the hassle of picking and ordering prizes. We custom select your
prize package specifically for your event. We offer top quality prizes in all price ranges at
extremely competitive prices.

Sand Art

Assorted containers with a large selection of brilliantly colored sand.

Sand Art Necklaces

Choose from an assortment of 3” sand art necklaces. Some choices are Stars, Ducks, Hearts,
Smiley Faces, and Sports Balls. Fill the plastic shapes with colored sand and then wear them as
necklaces. Ask about our sand art party package.

Sand Art Pens

Fill these plastic 7” pens with sand to create a uniquely colorful pen.

Sno Cone Machine

Another food treat perfect for a carnival or outdoor party in the summer! Our sno-kone machine
will crush ice and add whatever flavor your choose! Call now!

Tattoos

Accent your cheeks, shoulders or ankles with our new crystal body art or our temporary tattoos.
Not the real thing, but almost! Easy to apply and remove. Great for kids and adults.

16 Player LED Foosball
Table
Air Hockey Table

Here is our 16′-up to 16-player LED foosball table. With 4 balls in play, the action is nonstop!

Boccer Ball

Air hockey can be a great addition to your trade show! Opponents play this fun game by hitting
the puck back and forth until they score.
2 players compete against each other by using marbles to control the table soccer ball. This fast
and furious marble soccer game is a guaranteed hit.

Dome Hockey

Dome Hockey is a classic arcade game; two players control five hockey players each by sliding
and spinning the rods, trying to knock the black puck into each other’s goals. The player to score
the most goals before the time runs out wins.

Foosball

Foosball is always a welcome activity at any party where fun and interaction are the focus. Two
or Four players per game. Just a flick of the wrist and away you go.

Gockey Table

If you are looking for a unique sports party rental for your next event on Long Island or in New
York, whether it be indoors or outdoors, consider this interactive tabletop game from NY Party
Works that combines several sports such as hockey, field hockey, golf and squash into one:
Gockey!
This tabletop game is played just like regular knock hockey but with a bit of a twist. Two to four
players stand around the gockey table and hit the special gockey ball with mini hockey sticks.
The purpose of the game is to try to shoot the ball into the opponent’s goals. It is like playing
street hockey but within a self-contained box! So you will never have to worry about anyone
getting hurt or making sure everyone knows how to roller-skate again! The perfect party
entertainment can be played by children of all ages and is a lot of fun for the adults as well!
This game is perfect for any bar mitzvah or sweet sixteen that is sports themed! Since the table
does not require any electricity, it is also perfect any event that is being thrown outside like
graduation parties or corporate events. Our gockey tabletop game rentals are about six feet long
and three feet wide and two and a half feet tall, so just make sure there is enough space at your
venue of choice!

LED Air Hockey Table

Everyone loves air hockey, especially in led with colors that are constantly changing!!!!
*Ask about adding this led attraction to the glow package!*

LED Foosball Table

Whether you rent it as a part of our glow package or on its own, if your goal is for everyone to
have a kick out of your party rentals, then the LED Foosball machine is sure to be a hit! Foosball
is a classic tabletop game that is usually played in bars and sport arcades. Now this unique and
fun version can be at your next event whether its’ a bar mitzvah, sweet sixteen, corporate event
or even your wedding!
The LED foosball table runs on batteries, which is why it is perfect for indoor venues or even
parties outside at night. Keep in mind our foosball table is a little less 3 feet high so it might not
be suitable for little ones who cannot reach the handles of the rods. But older kids and adults
will get a kick out of playing a classic game in the dark.

LED Mini Golf

The LED glow in the dark version of the classic Mini Golf.

LED Ping Pong Table

The LED glow in the dark version of the classic Ping Pong Table.

LED Shuffleboard

The LED glow in the dark version of the classic Shuffleboard Table.

Ping Pong

This classic game of table tennis can have 2 or 4 players and is fun for all ages. Our tables are
tournament grade and come with everything you need.

Poly Pong

Highly competitive social game. Poly Pong is a great party game that moves quickly and can
easily keep up to 15 people in the action. It is so addicting your guests won’t want to leave when
the party is over.

Six Sided Air Hockey Table Three times the fun as regular air hockey! Goals can be blocked off for two or four player action,
or leave them all open for a total of six players.

Three Sided Air Hockey
Basketball Frenzy

Three Sided Air Hockey allow up to three party guests to compete against each other on this air
hockey table.
A classic! Try to make a basket with a moving hoop! It is not easy, but it is fun!

Giant Checkers

King me! A giant spin on a classic strategy game. This is great for participants of all ages.

Giant Surgery

Remember that board game that had you removing body parts faster and more accurately than
your opponent does? This is an 8′ foot version of it.

Knock Down

This game has 5 floating balls and the objective is to knock off each ball for points, with each ball
having a different point value. The player with the higher total wins.
Laser Tag Alien Encounter Engage in a futuristic adventure of light, laser and sound by trying to score the most points for
your team or for yourself. The inside is filled with a maze of walls and flashing red lights to
conceal you from your adversaries during the game. Its great fun for ages 8 to adult.
Laser Tag Pro

Laser tag has evolved to an all-weather, all terrain activity. With our large inflatable alien
obstacle or barriers, any field or room can become a battleground. Use our sleek futuristic guns
with one of our laser tag inflatables to create a true laser tag experience!

Leaps N Bounds

Have you ever watched that show Wipeout? If so, you know all about the crazy obstacle courses
they have.
Any age group can enjoy leaps N Bounds and one of the best parts about it is how addicting it is.
Once you try it once, you will want to keep jumping around over and over! It is also extremely
entertaining for bystanders because of how hilarious it is to watch people (in this case family
and friends) flying from one giant red ball to another and most likely wiping out on to the
cushioned floor. Sounds pretty awesome, doesn’t it? This product is also available for both
indoor and outdoor functions.

Micro Car Racing

Lots of excitement, lots of group involvement. These 1/10th scale cars provide all the thrills of
the big time car racing on a large oval track.

Mini Golf/Mini Golf
Deluxe
Money Cube

A fun and interactive addition to any event – its nine holes of putting pleasure! It is as leisurely
as it is competitive; just call us for your tee time!
Have you ever dreamed of being in a room full of money? Now you can! You and your guests can
dive for dollars (real or fake), and see who has the fastest hands. You can use it alone or as a
prize booth.

Rapid Fire

A new high-energy game of competition. Two teams of two start with 5 team colored balls in
each lane of the inflatable. When the whistle is blown, each player starts a mad dash to pass
their balls through the holes in the netting separating them from their opponent. At the
conclusion, the team with the least amount of balls in their section wins.

Sit and Spin

Just what it says … you sit, you spin, it could not be simpler and more fun. Great for kids or

Laser Shot Simulator

Laser Shot is a shooting simulation arcade game. With a giant 10′ wide projection screen and an
assortment of shooting games, this is a great corporate item. The game include skeet shooting, a
target range, a wild west shooting gallery and many others.

Roller Coaster

Everyone loves a roller coaster and this simulator delivers all the thrills & chills of the real
thing. It combines state of the art 3D Visuals & lifelike surround sound with 4 seats of roller
coaster motion. It is as close as you can get to the real thing.
This is an out of this world experience. It is as if you are actually touching down on the moon’s
surface. It is astoundingly real.

Space Flight Simulator

Sphero

Sphero is one of this year’s hottest new gadgets. It immerses you into a new type of game play
called mixed-reality. This is where real and virtual elements are merged together us one game.
Sphero is a robotic ball that you control from our iPad station. It can weave and bump its way
around obstacles or other players in games like tag, racing, bowling, or even golf. You light up
your sphero in the color of your choice and let the games begin!

Airbrushed Tattoos

Temporary Airbrush Tattoos and Face Painting are fun and safe ways to entertain your guests.
Choose from a large variety of assorted stencils and have them applied right at your event. Great
for Carnivals, Bar Mitzvah’s, birthday parties, corporate events and so much more!

Bling Bling

“You bring it, we bling it.” Have your guests bring their iPods, cell phones, sunglasses etc. and
our bling artists will decorate t hem with whatever crystals you choose.

Can Man Art

Choose from a vast array of cars, planes, purses, hats, belts and other items made from different
soda and beer cans. Its fun to watch them being made and it is a great conversation piece once
you get home.

DJ, MC’s and Dancers

We can provide DJ’s, MC’s, live music and dancers for your next party. Or maybe add some
karaoke!

Face Painting and Body
Art

Our face painting can include regular face painting, hand painted tattoos, glitter tattoos, air
brushed tattoos, crystal tattoos and henna tattoos. We can also include hair braiding in the
package.

Fashion Illustrations

Our fashion illustrator will come to your event and draw your guests as fashion magazine
illustrations. Each guest can choose a pose and fashion style that suits them.

Flash Tattoos

Flash Tattoos are innovative jewelry inspired temporary tattoos for serious (and not so serious)
fashionistas. These metallic looking tattoos last about 4-6 days depending on where they are
placed and how well you take care of them.

Game Show

Test your guest’s trivia knowledge at our game show. It is fun, interactive, and competitive – call
us today to schedule it. A great idea for an adult birthday party, colleges, Sweet 16s, or a
corporate event.

Name Painting Chinese
Calligraphy

Beautiful hand painted name drawings for each guest. They are 10″ x 32″ in a finished mat,
suitable for framing.

Pipe Cleaner Art

Our talented and very entertaining pipe cleaner artist will come to your event and help you and
your guests create fabulous pipe cleaner art. She brings samples to hand out and then shows
you exactly how to make them. It is fun and creative at the same time.

Food

Cotton candy, crispy critters (cookies), glow in the dark cotton candy, nachos, popcorn, soft
pretzels, pucker powder, slushie machine, and sno kone machine.

3-D Photos

Let NY Party Works provide true 3-D photos for your next event. We have a wide variety of
terrific backgrounds to choose from that work really well with themed events, or order the
whole selection and let everyone choose what they prefer.

Alphabet Art

Everyone loves Personalized items. Here is a new artistic twist on Name Mugs and our Dry Erase
Boards. We have selected interesting looking alphabet letters that are unique and
architectural to create a truly individualized item. It is always great to get a new mug and the
erase boards are perfect as a message board.

App Me

App Me is a new party favor that combines photos with a customized game app. Games can be
custom branded with any background or logo.

Backstage Passes

Authentic laminated Backstage Passes. Custom artwork is available. Can be produced for each
guest prior to event or produced at your party with your guests photos.

Buttons, Magnets and
Keychains

These digital photos are printed live at your event and placed into the souvenir of your
choice. They can be themed for your event with names and dates included.

Candle Art

Candle art is comparable to the concept of sand art but with our wax crystals, the end result is a
colorful, scented long burning candle.
WE OFFER TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF CANDLE MAKING
Candle Art – Make Candles using granulated wax in an assortment of glasses.
Gel Candles – Customized gel candles are always nice favors for a Bar/Bat Mitzvah, college or
corporate event. Choose from various glasses, decorations and customizing charms.

Candy Sculpture

Candy sculpting is an ancient oriental folk art. Our candy sculptor, using only a pair of Japanese
scissors and a block of molten corn syrup will create beautiful sculptures in a matter of minutes
to astound your guests. They will also get to take a piece home with them.

Car Flags

Fly your favorite team or school colors proudly on a custom-made car flag. It is a fantastic way to
show your support and dedication.
We can do them as just a fun activity or it makes a great fundraiser. Choose from all major
league sports, universities and pop culture logos. We can even design a completely custom flag
for your school or organization.

Cell Phone Charms

Have your picture taken we will trim and mount your photo to the charm. Charms attaches
easily to most phones.

Cereal and Candy Boxes

Crisp, clear digital photos presented on custom printed Candy/Cereal Boxes. Our talented
photography artists take digital photos of your guests at the event, and superimpose them onto
the products box or label. Our design team then affixes the custom box to the original. At the
end of the party, each guest leaves with a truly unique item to remind them of your special
event.

Color Time Marker Art

This great craft is both easy and creative. You choose from a ready to color themed design on a
tee shirt, backpack, tote or pillowcase and using our fabric markers, create your totally unique
craft. You can even provide us with a logo, theme, or original artwork.

Colorblast

We create dramatic photos by converting the images to black & white, keeping your chosen
details in color. This effect creates striking art photos.

Crystal Photos

These are a stunning new concept in photo favors. High Resolution photos are bonded onto
clear crystals. The crystals are available in a variety of shapes and sizes.

Digi Photos

Our DigiPhoto System customizes digital photos at your event with a themed or decorative
border. We offer a number of standard borders to choose from, or we can have our graphic arts
department design a completely custom one for your event. We can easily include a name or
date on any border.

Flip Flop Art

Decorate flip-flop sandals with fabric, flowers, crystals, beads, etc. to create a truly unique
footwear favor.

Flip Movie Books

Introducing a great new photo favor for almost any type of event. We take 7 seconds of video of
an individual or a group of people dancing or doing something funny, and we turn it into a small
flipbook! A sequence of photos that animate when you flip through them. It is not only a
memorable souvenir of the event, but a great conversation piece to share with your friends. It
can be done inside or outside and we will customize the cover of the book with any design, text
or logo that you choose!

Flip Photos

This exciting photo item allows you to record 2 separate moments and animate them with a flip
of the wrist. In one photo, you can capture both the pool slide and the splash, the kiss and the
reaction; 2 images that animate on one card. Choose our standard colored background, a
background from our large catalog, or a custom background unique to your event.

Floating Photos

Have you always wanted to sky dive, scuba dive or maybe fly through the air like a superhero?
Now you can, and get a photo of you and your friends in action with lots of different
backgrounds choices.

iCases

Your phone does not have to be just a phone. It should be just as unique as you are. Your guests
can customize and protect their smartphones with our new iCases. Choose from over 100
assorted designs, from sports teams to fashion’s most iconic logos. You can just go with a
background or a photo of you on it.

iParty

Put yourself in a custom iTunes advertisement. We will take a photograph of you and your
guests and have them perform an action pose. We then create a silhouette of your image and
customize the text to your liking.
Use our multi-color fingertip lazer lights to create dramatic effects around your photo. These are
time delay photos taken in a pitch-black environment. You add light drawings that only exists on
your finished photo.

Lazer Writing

MeMe Pillows

Choose the pillow design that most suits your interests or personality.
There is a variety of designs to choose from. The selection includes cartoon designs, movie stars,
favorite brands, pets, funny sayings and many others. After you choose the design, you can fill
your own or the artist can fill it for you. The pillows are about 15″ x15″

Memory Makers

Shrink your favorite photos and take them with you every day. There are so many choices in our
new line of Memory Maker photos accessories that you will not know where to start.

Mouse Pads

Green screen photos heat transferred to mouse pads. Makes a great gift or memory. As always,
this attraction can be custom to your event. Ask about all of our transfer items.

Movie Posters

These can be 13″ x 19″ posters or we can print them on many other items like tee shirts or
boxers.

Music Videos

Be the star of your own music video…Choose the song and the other band members and Voila!
Instant Rock Stars. We have all sorts of backgrounds and effects that swirl and alter the video
image. We give you props and music, and the rest is up to your imagination and creativity. You
can get up to four copies of each performance recorded on a DVD, plus a master copy of all of
them.

Photo Clips

This is our assortment of photo clips, which can be used alone with one of our digital photo
systems or with an assortment of decorative frames.

Photo Dry Erase Boards

Personalize your very own dry erase board with single/group photos, your school logo or greek
letters. Perfect to hang in your dorm room!

Photo Frames

Our photographers can take candid or posed digital photos of you and your guests. Then they
can choose from our ever-changing assortment of frames and /or clips.

Photo Illusions

Imagine yourself on a magazine cover, posing with your favorite celebrity, or even playing for
your favorite sports team. We can make it happen with our fantasy photos.

Pop Noggins

This is a new green screen technology that super imposes a person’s head onto dancing
animated bodies. You and your guests will get to choose a song then lip-sync to it while placed
under a green screen. Only your heads are visible and moving to the music. Up to six people at a
time can participate and quickly receive a copy of their performance on a DVD.

Spin Art

Create distinctive art with just a squirt of the paint bottle and a little centrifugal force. We can
do paper or Frisbee.

Sport Cards

Our sports cards look and feel like the real thing! Give these cards a personality of their own and
will make your star feel like an All-Star! Choose from our pre-made templates and personalize it
to your liking.

Theater Programs

Are you a theater lover? Make your invitation or announcement for your next event with a mock
Playbill! You can customize it with your own creative title, your own photograph!

Vintage Photos

You and your guests are photographed in dream destinations; from far away exotic cities to your
favorite team’s stadium or a beach in paradise. Also includes a selection of virtual background
magazine covers.

Virtual Backgrounds

You and your guests are photographed in dream destinations; from far away exotic cities to your
favorite team’s stadium or a beach in paradise. Also includes a selection of virtual background
magazine covers.

Warhol Style Photos

No artist was as identified with “Pop Art” as Andy Warhol. His most well-known works were
multiple image prints in varying shades of color. Thanks to new photo applications, we can now
re-create this style with your photo.

Wax Designs

Get a wax replica of your hand. It is a cool process and you get to keep the hand as a souvenir.

Wire Name Sculpture

Your name or a favorite saying becomes a wire work of art. You can customize your piece with a
flower, favorite animal or hobby to make it truly your own.

Alpine Racer

Alpine Racer is a 3D Alpine skiing arcade game released by Namco in 1995. It features downhill
and gate with three courses and two play modes – Race and Time Attack. The player stands on a
set of ski-like foot stands while holding onto two bars for stability to play.

Arctic Thunder

An incredible arctic sledding simulator that takes players through amazing tracks featuring
secret short cuts, hair raising free-fall drops and rewarding power ups to give players an extreme
edge. Players race to the finish mastering tricks, dodging missiles and launching attacks.

Assorted Video Games

We are going back to where the whole video craze began. Do you remember the 80s? The truly
classic games we offer are over 25 years old! They are the same games you were able to play in
the 80s arcade rooms.

Component DDR

Bring Dance Dance Revolution from the arcade right to your event! This competitive and fun
dancing game is a great way to get everyone going and the party jumping – literally!

Cruis’n The World

Cruis’n world is another ultimate driving game when it comes to fun. Cruis’n World is an exciting
driving game where you select from many different cars to compete in a global auto race. You
can compete on multiple tracks from around the world!

Dance Fever

A new dance craze has sparked excitement in arcades across the country. Now you can have this
dance simulator for your next event. It is perfect for all ages, easy to use, and its fun for those
playing or watching. There is music and dancing, what else do you need to know.

Doodle Jump

This super “hit” iOS-based video game has now been unleashed for the arcade industry! This
game features a 42″ high definition video monitor, game marquee, and super flashing multicolored LED lights that catch passersby, all contained in a sleek eye catching cabinet.

Game Pro

Play the newest great games on Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, and Nintendo Wii. Up to 10 players can
play at a time–a great way to entertain a large group of kids or adults. Choose from a wide
selection of popular games like Wii Sports, X Box Kinect, Tony Hawk Ride, DJ Hero, Guitar Hero III
and Rock Band.

Golf Simulator

This advanced golf simulator video game incorporates motion-sensing technology. The game
uses sensors to emulate the actual swing of the player and translates the power, direction and
accuracy into the onscreen shot. The sensors will even pick up if a player hooks or slices their
shot.

Guitar Hero & Rock Band

Guitar Hero and Rock Band are the latest addition to our Game Pro video game system. Be a
rock star! You and your friends sing, play guitar, bass and drums to your favorite songs. Great for
kids and adults.

Hydro Thunder

Arcade simulation at it’s best! This super boat racing game will entertain your guests with hours
of head-to-head racing fun. Hydro Thunder allows you to choose from thirteen unique super
boats and eleven tracks of secret paths, hidden power-ups, and a variety of water conditions.
The console includes a subwoofer in the seat to simulate the rumble of the boat’s intensity.

Landing High Japan

This very difficult flight simulation game challenges you to figure out all the quirks of flying a
commercial airliner, from takeoff to landing, mastering all the intricate steps and maintaining a
smooth flight so that the passengers stay happy.

Nascar Team Racing

Players will enjoy “a full NASCAR® experience” when they select from one of the many licensed
and fantasy tracks and slip behind the wheel of this extraordinary game.

Need for Speed
Underground

Build and race the ultimate urban exotic cars! Take control of top import street tuners like
Toyota Celica, Nissan 350Z, Mitsubishi Eclipse and the exclusive Nissan Skyline GTR. Play Career
and customize your car with licensed aftermarket parts to build your own unique ride. Forcefeedback steering, surround sound and a 6-speed shifter make Need for Speed Underground a
truly engaging driving experience.

Off Road Challenge

Choose from a variety of off-road vehicles and race around the country attempting to finish the
race ahead of the other drivers.

Pac Man Battle Royale

Pac-Man Battle Royale is a 4 player competitive video game on a giant 54” screen. Eliminate
your opponents by eating them & the last Pac-Man standing wins. The game is simple,
competitive & highly addictive in a large beautiful cabinet.

Pinball Games

Classic Pinball Machines are a favorite of the young and not so young. Pinball machines with all
their clanging, banging, bells and lights are fascinating and fun for nearly everyone.

Rolling Extreme

A game that simulates the risk sport known as Street Luge. The game consists of a race against
the clock and other virtual racers while avoiding obstacles on the course and getting to the
checkpoints on time.

San Francisco Rush

San Francisco Rush Extreme Racing offers up to eight exciting cars to race up and down and all
around the world famous sights and sounds of San Francisco. Each of the cars adds different
levels of realism and the outrageous jumps, crashes, and multitude of short cuts will have
players hooked on Rush! Linkable for up to 8-players.

Sit Down Driving Game

These arcade driving game machines make every driver a fan of car racing and driving arcade
games. Choose from the latest and most exciting car racing arcade games to add to your next
event!

Skee Ball

A good old-fashioned game that everyone loves!

Speed of Light

In this new and very unique game, players must move like the “speed of light” to win! Players try
to tap the buttons as they are lit as quickly as possible, which requires quick interaction and
hand-eye coordination – Single or Dual player modes!

Super Bikes

Super Bikes 2 will blow your mind! Race through Moab as fighter jets attack UFOs, descend into
the haunted catacombs of Paris, and dodge giant worms in hyperspace. Escape elephants in the
jungles of Thailand, jump through the flaming hoops of Vegas, and run with the bulls in Spain
and cruise through the unbelievable snow-covered mountaintops of the Himalayas. Choose from
9 riders and 12 bikes with multiple tricked-out upgrades for engines, decals, tires and more!

Super Cars

Supercars features (27) race tracks, (10) exotic racing cars, and a pounding digital sound system
for true racing realism. Supercars is linkable for players to compete head-to-head. Enjoy racing
on different road courses and increase your score by performing various stunts! Features
multiple levels of driving difficulty and players can choose from many tricked-out racecars.

Top Skater

The first high tech skateboard simulator hits the streets with full body racing action! Perform
difficult moves like the pros, without breaking your appendages. Players can use their entire
body to maneuver through ultra-challenging skateboarding courses… this is not a video game it
is a spectator sport! Choose from six unique characters with individual style and personality.
Includes all the hard-core skateboard moves: kick flips, 180-degree turns, 360 flips, Indy nose
bones, ollies and more!

Touch Tower

This is our newest piece of gaming entertainment. 3 stations with some of the most popular
game apps available. More being added all the time!

Virtual Car Racing

Compete in virtual stock cars at incredible speeds. It’s car racing at its most realistic and exciting
best.

Wacky Gator

A popular redemption game that is still in wide circulation today. 5 alligators heads pop out of
there holes at random intervals and the player’s job is to whack them on the head with the
mallet before they escape back into the hole.

Wave Runner

A jet ski racing game where the player sits on a simulated jet ski and controls the jet ski as
he/she would in real life. The player controls the jet ski by turning the handlebars, leaning the jet
ski body into the turns of the course, and by moderating the accelerator.

INFLATABLE SELECTIONS
22ft BMX Slide

This “Xtreme” 22’ inflatable slide provides room for two sliders at a time. This slide is for dry use
only.

25ft Rock Wall

If you are you looking for a portable rock wall to rent, we have just the product for you. Our
portable rock wall scrapes the sky, towering over anyone who dares to climb it at 25 feet. It also
has enough surface area to accommodate up to four climbers at once, allowing for competitive
fun between teammates and friends of all sorts. Rock climbing does not always have to be a
solitary sport where one goes to climb desert hills all by their lonesome; it can be a group
exercise as well!
Another feature that will be sure to both impress and ensure you this product is 100% safe is our
hydraulic auto-belay system. What is a belayer though, you ask? A belayer is “the person on the
ground who secures the climber, keeping a close eye on the climber’s progress and letting out
slack to the line by releasing the belay,” and a belay is “a special device that locks the rope a
little at a time as the climber slowly ascends.” With the automated, hydraulic auto-belay system
the cost for operating the rock wall is eliminated and climbers can enjoy an unlimited amount of
climbing because our top of the line systems never get tired like humans do. Our rock climbing
wall holds also make for a safe climb where no one will have to worry about hurting their hands
or any other body parts involved with climbing.

3 Lane Sports Theme
Obstacle Course

This is our 3-Lane Sports Themed Obstacle Course. It is great for the sports fan at any event or
just a terrific competitive obstacle course! The three lanes in this inflatable allow for a faster
flow with larger groups.

Adrenaline Rush

Our most challenging obstacle course ever! This is every interactive inflatable rolled into one.
There is rock-climbing, tunnels, pylons, log rolls and big slide finish. Its fun, it is intense: It is
Adrenaline Rush!

Boot Camp Challenge

Get ready for combat as you challenge your opponent to the ultimate Boot Camp Challenge!
What tactics will you use when you jump through your first hole and squeeze through the
inflated pillars only to be met up with hedgehogs? You better have upper body strength to grab
the rope and swing to the other side. As you go through the vertical pillars, watch out… Lazer
Beams! Are you tired yet? You still must face another obstacle before climbing your way to the
top and sliding 20′ to victory!

Bungee Bull

One of the originals – a classic inflatable game where two participants slide on vests attached to
a bungee cord and sprint as far forward as possible – until the bungee cord takes over! It is both
fun and competitive!

Gaga Ball Pit

Are you having a sports themed party on Long Island or in New York and want to have the
opportunity to play the latest craze in dodge ball? Then rent this brand new party rental from NY
Party Works: Inflatable Gaga Ball Pit!
With an interior playing area of 15 feet by 15 feet, our Gaga Ball Pit can accommodate up to 20
players. Gaga is a popular game at many camps and now it can be part of your special event! It is
a great for all ages. It is simple enough that kids love to play and it is so much fun the adults
cannot help but to join in too!
If your party guests are not sure how to play, here is where you can find an official copy of the
rules. It is similar to dodge ball in the sense the players need to dodge from getting hit with the
ball while other players try to strike them with the foam rubber ball below the knees. If you are
hit with the ball, you are OUT! After a while, another ball is added into the pit and the fun
continues! The player who outlasts the rest is the winner!
Our Gaga Ball Pit is the perfect sports party rental for many different types of events including
graduation parties, outdoor picnics, corporate events, team building activities and much more!
*Parental Supervision Required*

Crunch Time Football

The Crunch Time Football is an end-to-end battle game where 2 people play on opposite ends of
the inflatable. They start with 3 footballs on each side and the objective of the game is to throw
the footballs through the holes. If you make it through, it goes to the other player and if it does
not go through, it returns to you. You have to get rid of all your balls to win.

Giant Inflatable Chair

Take a photo with all your friends in our super-sized red inflatable chair to make you look even
smaller. It is a unique photo item.

Giant Slide

This colorful slide is 22′ high. (Dry Only)

Inflatable Money Cube

Have you ever dreamed of being in a room full of money? Now you can! You and your guests can
dive for dollars (real or fake), and see who has the fastest hands. You can use it alone or as a
prize booth. This version of the money cube is Inflatable.

Gladiator Joust

Are you looking for a fun yet safe way to challenge your party guests to physical combat at your
next event on Long Island or in New York? Do you think you have what it takes to be the next
American Gladiator? Do you want to feel like a knight from the Crusades? Then you should try
renting this inflatable party game from NY Party Works: The Gladiator Joust!
Two opponents stand on the 22-foot by 17-foot inflatable platform. After putting on the safety
headgear, each player holds the Q-tip like jousting pole. On the count of three, the players do
their best to knock each other off the platform using the jousting poles. First player to knock
their opponent off the platform is the winner and is the ultimate champion.
Keep in mind this inflatable rental is meant for ages 9 and up, ideal for middle school to high
school graduation parties, bar mitzvahs, corporate event team building exercises or any sports
themed event. This inflatable game is so much fun even the adults want to take turns!
This party rental can be used either indoors or outdoors. As always, if you are planning to use
this rental indoors make sure the venue can accommodate the size. Also, if you are having the
party outdoors make sure that there is electricity to keep it inflated!

Happy Hoppers

Happy Hoppers is one of our new exciting inflatable carnival games! This fresh take on a classic
game will have all of your party guests talking! Have a hilarious time launching frogs back on
their Lilly pads with this NEW inflatable carnival game.

Hippo Chow Down

Hungry Hungry Hippos was a game enjoyed by many. Now with Hippo Chow Down, you get to
be the hippo chowing down in this interactive inflatable game. This game is guaranteed to keep
guests entertained for hours. Spectators will enjoy this game just as much as the players will.
This latest 4-player bungee tug-o-war style game involves speed, strength and agility. Guests
place a harness around their waist, which is connected to a wire on each wall. Once the referee
blows the whistle, each of the four players will race to the pond of balls in the center. They will
pick up balls and run them back to their starting position. The object of the game is to retrieve as
many balls as possible and return them to the mesh bag located on their respective wall. As
soon as all the balls have been collected, the game is over! The player with the most balls in
their bag wins. To make the game more competitive, you can have different rounds and the
winners from those rounds can go head to head in a faceoff for true victory.
This inflatable is great for all types of events including birthday parties, graduation parties,
carnivals, corporate events and even family reunions. The only limitation is that guests must be
at least 36 inches tall in order to participate. You can watch this video to see guests having a
great time chowing down in the Hippo Chow Down. If this looks like a blast to you, contact NY
Party Works to rent it today!

Hoop Zone

There is nothing like friendly game of hoops with family and friends on a warm sunny day. This
inflatable interactive game can easily provide hours and hours of excitement. The constant urge
to top your own or adversaries score is endless because this Hoop Zone is designed in a 3-tiered
style. It is very easy to rack up some serious points.

Human Bowling

If you are looking for a fun interactive party rental for your next event on Long Island or New
York, that will entertain guests of a variety of ages, consider this unique inflatable and giant
game product from NY Party Works: Human Bowling!
The game works exactly like regular bowling except now you and/or your guests are the bowling
ball. Everyone takes turns sitting inside the four-foot steel cage bowling ball. Once secure in the
padded seats and buckled in place, your friends push you down the 30ft bowling alley lane to
see how many of the six 5-foot foam pins they can knock down.
WARNING: This product has been known to cause serious laughter! So much so, that people
have a hard time directing the human bowling ball down the lane. But do not worry too much.
The bowling lane keeps the ball secure so you will not to worry about rolling any gutter balls!
But it might be more difficult to bowl a strike than you think!
This competitive game is perfect for corporate events and team building as well as any outdoor
event such as graduation parties. If you are having a sports themed party this rental will sure to
be a hit. Keep in mind; the recommended age for safety reasons for this rental is 10 or older. To
make sure that your venue has enough room and power, please refer to the dimensions and
specifications below.

Human Foosball

This duplicates the table foosball game in a giant format. Ten players each connected to a pole,
compete by trying to kick a soccer ball into their opponent’s goal. Ages 10 to adult.

Human Twister

Remember getting all twisted up like a pretzel while trying to reach that unreachable red dot? It
is the classic game with an inflatable mattress to make the inevitable tumbles a little easier to
take. Up to 8 people can play at one time. All ages. *Color May Vary*

Inflatable Drive In Screen

Bring the outdoor movie experience to your next event. Most drive-in movies have gone the way
of the 8-track, but here is a way to resurrect a wonderful slice of Americana. We will bring a
large inflatable screen with a 16′ x 9′ viewing area, the projector and the speakers, then we will
add a popcorn machine, you bring the movie and we are all set. This also works for X-Box and
PlayStation games.
It is great for schools, sports leagues, backyard parties, and post prom and town events. Also,
ask about our music video dance party!

Meltdown Zone

Looking for inflatable spinning games on Long Island or in New York? NY Party offers one of the
most popular spinning games played across the country. Meltdown is challenging fun for all
age’s groups. It challenges your stamina, agility and reaction time. The spinning gyrating boom
tries to knock you off your podium while you duct or jump to avoid it. Who will be the last
person standing?

Olympic Challenge

A classic obstacle course with climbing walls, pylons, tubes. Fun for age 5 to adult.

QB Blitz

Our Inflatable QB Blitz features fantastic 1 on 1 competition for all players! Each of the target
holes in the backdrop are different sizes and worth different amounts of yardage. Each player
moves their team down the field throwing their footballs through the holes for the winning
touchdown!

Skee Ball Inflatable

Our Skee Ball is an inflated version of your favorite arcade game! Players roll the ball up the lane
and into the holes to score points!

Swamp Stomper

Our newest obstacle course. It includes a small section of rock wall, a slide and lots of other
obstacles. It is over 40′ long and is great for most age groups.

Toxic Drop

Toxic Drop is one of our newest inflatables we offer. Two players compete against each other at
one time. As players’ progress, they are challenged by various obstacle courses that become
increasingly more difficult. The course consists of seven different obstacles:
Obstacle 1:The Wedges
Obstacle 2: The X Wall
Obstacle 3: The Vault
Obstacle 4: The Mangle
Obstacle 5: The Blocks
Obstacle 6: The Drop
Obstacle 7: The Slide
As players continue, each block of the course gets higher and higher from the starting point. The
last block is a giant wedge, meaning it is narrower at the bottom, which causes it to sway back
and forth. Players must balance themselves so they do not drop out of the race, literally. If a
player drops, they must exit out the side and if they are determined, can try the course again. If
a player makes it past the wedge, they slide down the slide in victory. This inflatable is 78’ x 12’ x
16’ so it will take up a decent amount of space. Just be aware, there is a height minimum of 42
inches for guests to participate.

Tropical Obstacle Course

Our giant new tropical themed obstacle course is suitable for most age groups. Whether you are
having a beach themed party or not, this obstacle course is hot!

Velcro Wall

An all-time favorite for children to adults. Suit up in a Velcro suit, jump forwards, backwards or
upside down, and stick to the wall.

Vertical Rush

This is a new angle to a great inflatable. Obstacle courses have been around for years, but this is
a whole new approach. Instead of running horizontally through the course, you are climbing
vertically through it. It is lots of fun and the 18′ rock wall section is really challenging. This is a
great piece for most age groups.

Wild One

Our latest and greatest obstacle challenge simulates the fun of a real roller coaster. Experience
the twisting turns and the soaring heights of the Wild One. This ride is a scream!

Wrecking Ball

The Wrecking Ball is big, bold and extreme. Each player climbs on their own pedestal while one
of them grabs “the wrecking ball”. The ball is directed at one of the other players in an attempt
to knock them off their pedestal. The ball swings randomly with players directing it towards
each other. The last player standing is the champion.

